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Rinri Project Newsletter III, Mystery of the Stone Edition, Volume 1, No. 1
I. Meditating the Spin, Spinning the Circuit: A Dreaming at the Fifth Ring

{Excerpt from the Book of the Finders of Omo- Lung-Rung}

“Look,” Poontutjarpa spoke, “Five circles, five rings. Tjuringa: the map of becoming. We have 
been here all the time. Each time we are here is the same time. But forgetting the dreamtime 
we do not know this, and so we pass through the rings arriving at the fifth ring. Tonight, dream. 
Dream who you are. Let your ancestor give you a dreaming that you may become that dream. 
Begin at the end and become the beginning. Let Wandjina talk. Let Wandjina Blake sing! Sing! 
Wandjina Blake! Sing!
“Awake! Awake O sleeper of the land of shadows, wake, expand!”
	 —	Art Planet Chronicles: the Making of the Fifth Ring, Chapter 10
 (1981, Earth-time edition)

What is the power of the Ring, the Ring of Time, the Ring of the ancient Runes that moves us when 
we hear it’s name invoked? What is its true name, this Ring of Time? Who has heard it pronounced 
since came the time of Man? In the whispers of the dawn the voice declares, “Raidho is the solar ring. 
Pronounce the name and see the Dawn...”

Seven rings, the riddle says, does it take to bring forth the fifth ring, the ring of universal time. Who 
knows how to do this has the power of time and resurrection in their hands ... To answer the riddle, 
know where you are and the power that bears you swiftly round the rings of time: What power is it that 
causes your Earth to spin, never losing its course? The answer to this query is the answer to the Riddle 
of the Ages!

Did you know O sleeper of the land of shadows, that you are moving at the rate of 66,666 miles per 
hour? Did you know in the time it takes your planet to turn but once on its axis, the Earth has traveled 
more than 1,600,000 miles in its orbit? And what force keeps it revolving so fast after four billion years? 
And what keeps it on its track, grooving its ring of time so undeviatingly, covering 585,000,000 in �65 
days? That number of miles in the Earth’s circumference around the Sun is an even factor of 1�—1� x 
45,000,000 = 585 million miles. 

That means every 28 days some 45 million miles have been traversed. Interesting that the 
circumference divides so perfectly into thirteen, and that �65 divided by thirteen is 28 less one day. 
Could it be that the ring of Earth’s orbit is already set, holding the thirteen moons in place? Of course. 
This much did the ancients know, seeing time to be the measure of a ring of light. This much did Christ 
comprehend when he told his followers “I am the Way and the Light, for it is thirteen moons that 
govern the course of the day and the night ...”

Of course, of course. This is because the sun and Earth are held by the fractal properties of the Law 
of Time. Earth’s distance from the sun, 9�,000,000 miles doubled, becomes the diameter of its orbit, 
186,000,000 miles, fractal of the speed of light, 186,000 miles per second. Fractal properties of the 
Law of Time govern our affairs in orbit, would we but shake off the torpor of the density of dark 
Gregorian time! The diameter of the sun is some 800,000 miles. In one spin on its axis from two points 
equidistant on the Earth’s equator, 800,000 miles are passed between sunrise and sunset, another 
800,000 miles between sunset and sunrise, the sun’s diameter twice a spin,  just over 1,600,000 miles 
traveled on the orbital ring per axial rotation, almost 45,000,000 miles per 28 days, every 28 days 56 
diameters of the sun, thirteen times, that means we travel 585,000,000 miles per ring! 
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28 days the mean cycle of the moon as it rotates around the Earth, thirteen times per ring. 28 days the 
sun’s rotation on its axis at its tropics—25 days at its equator, and  �� days at its poles, �� the cycle 
of the mystic interval. �� times eleven is �6�, two days less than the orbital ring. And from solstice of 
the Crystal Moon to the Day Out of Time—mystic interval of �� days. Everything has been set by fractal 
time. All that is lacking is we, the sleepers of the land of shadows to wake to our roles in time and set 
up at last the Rings of Time. To accomplish this heroic feat will exalt all consciousness and place on high 
in blazing spectral glory the noosphere—Earth’s mind leaped forth from the cosmic unconscious to the 
cosmic conscious, supernal rainbow ending to the closing of the cycle!

Seven rings of Middle Time does it take to establish the power of the Fifth Ring, two more rings, nine 
rings in all to set the Fifth Ring round the Earth visible as the circumpolar rainbow bridge. This our 
holy assignment do we now endeavor to bring to its climax, this the meaning of the Rinri Project III, 
Mystery of the Stone Edition. We are all spinning on a common circuit, locked in relativity, unseeing 
that we are dreamed of a common dreaming and the dreamer of all of us is One. To know and realize 
this is to unlock the fetters of relativity and be released into the freedom of the Absolute. This we 
must now achieve. Come, then, to the Cosmic watering hole of Middle Time in the star-woven center 
of the dreamtime Night, let us enter the dreaming at the Fifth Ring. 

Four Rings have now come and gone, each with their message and method of Man: from Aboriginal 
Delight to Hieratic Respite, from Mystic Insight to Machine in Flight—But now the Fifth Ring glimmers 
in the Well of Memory. Look deep within that well, Perthro is it called, beneath the Cosmic Tree, 
Eiwhaz where primordial Votan hung nine nights, one night each for the Nine Lords of the Ring. South 
Pole is the Well of Memory, North Pole is the Cosmic Tree. Now the ice caps melt. The Wizard’s Lore 
must be recalled once more, channeled purely through the axis of the spiritual universe. Connect 
the Well of Memory to the branches of the Cosmic Tree and show the world its turning to the time of 
wizards now and forevermore ...

Come, o sleepers of the land of shadows, expand your mind, awake! The solar thought form is coming 
to its conclusion. In eight more years the cycle will be finished, the old curtain will have fallen, and 
a new one risen. Will we be consumed by fire or buried in ice? Or will divine intervention intercede 
by some strange act and offer us the Plan of Redemption, the Mystery of the Stone? Let us see what 
dreaming awaits us now in Middle Time...

Beneath the purple morning shadows of Mount Earth in a great clearing well past the inside of the 
Entrance Gate into Middle Time, Backpack is just waking up. His head has been sleeping heavily on 
the pages of an open book, The Book of the Seven Generations. Soul is peering over his shoulder to a 
section written in a strange runic script “Book of the Finders of Omo- lung-rung” “I didn’t know they 
had that in there, too!” Soul exclaims, “Book of the Finders of Omo- Lung-Rung,” Soul slowly recites 
the name written in the strange script, “That’s something that only becomes visible when you’ve 
pronounced the right spell. We must be doing something right, Backpack.”

Soul reaches down and turns the page to a scientific diagram {Graphic: V.24.3 Fractal Ring 
Meditation}. “There. That’s the information we’re looking for. To make all this real, well you see, 
Back Pack, you’ve  got to meditate on these Rings, the Ring of Time, the Lords of the Ring. And this 
thing, the Fifth Ring. That’s not the same as the Seven Rings of Middle Time. These are Big Rings, lots 
of annual rings in one. There’ve been four rings. That’s right. We’re just finishing the Fourth Ring. 
Now comes the Big One, the Fifth Ring...”
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“OK,” Backpack interjects sleepily, “Not so fast...”

“Not so fast, Back pack? Don’t you realize how fast we are already going? When you meditate, consider 
that you are on a sphere, V.24.�, orbiting a star, V.24, at 66,666 miles per hour covering a distance 
of 585 million miles in �65 days. And that this star is one of a billion in this galaxy of which there are 
at least 100 million in the observable universe—Who and what are you, then? What keeps this sphere 
spinning at such a rapid rate of speed revolving on its axis every 1,600,000 miles of its orbit—800 
000 miles a day, 800,000 mile a night—same as the diameter of the sun, 800,000 miles ... Yes! Whose 
thoughts are thinking you in this fractal slice of the ultimately immeasurable synchronic order?” 

Soul’s question, read from the text of the Map, leaves Backpack looking dreamily up toward the steep 
slopes of Mount Earth. The landscape is familiar yet strange. “Is this a parallel world?” Backpack 
wonders, thinking aloud.

“No, just the world you know experienced from another dimension, replies Soul, “The dimension of 
your dreams. ‘Where the spirit takes body and the body becomes spiritual,’ I read someplace. But like 
it says in the Book of the Finders of Omo -Lung -Rung, one Ring contains all Rings. That’s why we are 
always in the same place, as long as the orbit is in place, in space around the Star that you call the 
sun ... Velatropa 24, not too young, and not too old. Maybe 6 billion Earth years. Longer than we’ve 
been here. Long enough for it to be able to think some pretty complex thoughts, and dream up some 
pretty interesting dreams, like this planet that we’re orbiting on...”

“You mean we’re just a solar dream or a solar thought form, Soul?”

“You might say that, Backpack, you just might say that. But before we get too lost in trying to figure 
out whose dreaming us up, maybe we should remember we’ve got a practical assignment.”

“Of course, Soul,” Backpack cheerily responds, “We’ve got to make it through the Seven Rings of 
Middle Time. This is a real life event. We’ve got to save the World Soul. We’ve got to wake up the 
Lords of the Ring—and we’ve only got ‘til 2012.”

“That’s true, Backpack. But to do this right we’ve got to get it right.”

“Get what right?

“This thing about the Rings that we’re spinning on. Or I should say, the Ring that’s spinning us. Isn’t 
there a practical section to that Big Book, Backpack, like a map or a guide?”

“Back pack thumbs through the pages, then stops toward the back of the large volume. Here. I think 
this is what you want, Soul, look at this, it says ...”

II. Intrepid Time Travelers Guide to Middle Time
Map 1, Planetary Time Unit: Harmonic Ring Index

“In truth, the universe is imagination, and it is God according to His Essential Reality. He who 
understands that, has grasped the secrets of the spiritual path.”
 — (Ibn-al-Arabi, from “The Wisdom of the Merciful Beatitude in the Word of Solomon,” 
 in The Wisdom of the Prophets, p.95)
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To enter Middle Time all you need is the harmonic standard, Thirteen Moons/28-days. Time is not 
measured by a calendar which is just an account book (the Gregorian), but by a harmonic standard 
that renders the orbital ring of the planet intelligible by establishing an index which is fixed and 
perpetual: 28 rotations per Moon, 1� times per orbit, plus one free day for galactic time circulation. 
A harmonic standard is the just measure of a planet in its orbit around its star. Such a standard is also 
known as a synchronometer—because it measures synchronicity. Making the orbital ring harmonic, it is 
also called a Harmonic Ring Index.

In the Harmonic Ring Index we are measuring one Ring, one planetary time unit of V.24.�—“Earth 
Time”—as it makes one solar orbit. The harmonic is easy to calculate. You have to be scientific, 
though, about what you are measuring and what is being measured. For instance: A planet is a stellar 
satellite that rotates on its axis as it moves in its orbit or ring around its star. One axial rotation 
equals one day-and-night, counted simply as one day. This axial rotation is due to the spin of the 
satellite or planet body on its axis. 

A calendar or synchronometer is the measure of axial rotations of a planet body around its star, in this 
case “the sun.” One total spin around the sun equals 1 Ring/Solar Orbit (R/SO). For planet Velatropa 
24.� there are 28 axial rotations per Moon, the base unit of measure. 28 axial rotations x 1� moons 
= �64 rotations, plus 1 rotation more = �65 total rotations per R/SO. This means the orbital ratio of 
the base measure Moon is 1:1�. �64 also divides by the sub unit of measure, the heptad or seven day 
week, four per Moon, 52 times per R/SO. So  1 R/SO = (28 x 1� base unit of measure, or 52 x 7 sub 
unit of measure, or 4 x 7 x 1�)+1. It’s called a “Harmonic Standard” because, as you can see by the 
numbers, it is a simple application of the primary harmonic formulation of the Law of Time, 4:7::7:1�.

There are three synchronous rings indicated on the Planetary Time Unit Ring Index: 

1. First, or outermost is the Ring of the perceived lunar cycle. Though the moon goes around Earth 
thirteen times in the time Earth goes around the sun once, in the perceived cycle of the moon—a 
lunation—there are two common standards: a) the 29.5 day synodic cycle, new moon to new 
moon; and b) the 27.1 day sidereal cycle measured from the point at which the moon reappears 
at the same place in the sky. This Ring represents ephemeral cyclic fluctuation. Thirteen 
lunations are counted in dot bar notation starting at the upper left.

2. The Second ring, or harmonic cycle is the lunar-Earth relation held in place by the Thirteen 
Moon/28-day harmonic standard. This standard represents a mental organization of time, 
the beginning of the noosphere. This is the only way the ephemeral cyclic fluctuation can be 
stabilized and harmonized, and a higher mental evolutionary cycle begun. This ring establishes 
the biotelepathic circuit of planetary life organization, the essential survival purpose furthered 
by the new calendar. Thirteen Moons are counted in dot bar notation at the base of each 
lunation loop.

�. Third Ring, base 1�:20 frequency (Tzolkin, Harmonic Module), is a 260-day cycle synchronically 
organized for mental spiritual amplification through perfect coordination with the 13 Moon/28-
day cycle. This ring represents a Sirian star-thought projection (Dreamspell), a pure fourth-
dimensional thought construct that, mentally engaged through activating the Thirteen moon 
calendar, establishes the synchronic order as a new psychic horizon. This Ring represents the 
fourth dimensional synchronic organizing principle. Without it there is no further evolution. 
Finally there is
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4. The Center—the octahedral Earth core, the imaginal place of access into Middle Time, pulses in 
harmony with the solar core. The number thirteen in dot bar notation is at the center, indicating 
the fractal measure of cosmic consciousness. Around the octahedron in dot bar notation is the 
number seven four times. This accounts for the four heptad 28-day cycle, thirteen times per 
orbit. The orbital ring when harmonically calibrated opens the gate into the imaginal realm of 
Middle Time. Because it registers solar thought forms pulsed from sun to core then out again, it is 
consequently possible in 1� Moons to awaken the thirteen articulations of a Lord of the Ring, one 
articulation per moon, one Lord of the Ring per orbit.

You can see the lunar pulsations emanating from the Tzolkin Ring to the outermost ring, creating a set 
of thirteen “lunar fingers.” Inside each lunar finger is the name of the Moon and the Baktun cycle. A 
small circle segmented into four parts represents the four seven day Heptads per Moon. Since there 
are thirteen Moons, by fractal power each moon is one of thirteen baktuns, the measure of the cycle of 
history.

Each Lord of the Ring, a fifth dimensional entity, has an etheric body 13 baktuns in length, so each 
Moon—one 144,000 day baktun—is the equivalent of one of the thirteen major articulations of a Lord of 
the Ring. When you wake up a Lord of the Ring, a layer of history is redeemed. Seven years, the Seven 
Rings of Middle Time, Seven Lords of the Ring to awaken, seven times the cycle of history to be totally 
redeemed. (See the 13 Moon Bolontiku and Baktun Index in the Practice Section of the previous Rinri 
Newsletter.)

This Harmonic Ring Index is to help you expand your mind. Just think. One Ring like this equals one NET 
day. Imprint this Harmonic Ring on your mind as a noospheric thought form. Reformulate your mind by 
this harmonic standard, and forget about the clock!

“Wow, Soul,” Backpack looks up rubbing his eyes,’ That seems awfully scientific for something that at 
first seemed so simple. But maybe we were taking something for granted that we really didn’t know 
anything about.”

“I think you’ve got it, Backpack,” Soul responds, taking his time, choosing his words. ”People don’t 
know how much following something that seems like an ordinary everyday device, might actually be 
keeping them from understanding how things really are. And if you don’t understand how things really 
are, you might end up in the dark about a whole lot of other things as well. But if you get something 
straight and see what it really is, then it can open up lots of other doors, too. Like, you couldn’t ever 
get to waking up a Bolontiku on a Gregorian calendar, could you, Backpack?”

“Most certainly not, Soul. Looking at this Ring Index makes me feel funny, like almost dizzy in the solar 
plexus. I mean, that’s a real jump from being in the month of October to waking up a Lord of the Ring 
in the Baktun of the Western Mountain. Is that why it says “Time Shift” in the center of that map? 
Feels more like a mind shift to me!”

“A time shift is a mind shift, Backpack. Or put it this way, a time shift is a solar thought form that 
provokes a planetary mind shift...”

“OK, Soul,” Backpack interjects, “is that why you said maybe our planet is just a solar dream or a solar 
thought form?”
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“That’s right, Backpack. Let’s say that a planet body is a solar dream spun out of the stuff of stars. 
Our star was a couple of billion years old and spinning very fast when it began to dream its planet 
bodies, spinning them out of its own body. So maybe four billion years ago, out came Velatropa 24.�. 
And like its Mother Star, it had a very fast spin to it. Still does. Yes, what does keep it spinning so 
fast after all these years? There must have been a tremendous push behind it to keep it spinning 
that fast. There must be some other explanation to this spin thing. Maybe that’s an answer we’ll get 
by waking up the Lord’s of the Ring. They certainly must know something we don’t know. What an 
exciting job this is!”

“Sure enough, Soul. But look. We’ve got more maps to look at. Take a look at this...” Backpack has 
turned the page. “Yes. Look at this. Seems to be some kind of fancy explanation for why it says ‘Time 
Shift’ in the middle of the Octahedral Earth core.”

“Hmmm. Let’s see what this is, Backpack. Something more for us intrepid time travelers ...  If you 
thought that last map was scientific, this one looks like a college education in itself. Let’s look at this 
commentary here and see what it says.”

III. Intrepid Time Travelers’ Guide to Middle Time
Commentary to Map 2, 23-Year Solar Thought Form “Time Shift”, 1989-2012,
Binary Sunspot Cycle Showing the Disposition of the Rings of Middle Time

Dear Reader. The Book of Seven Generations is a Magic Book. Within this Book are many Books. Each 
Book appears only according to what your mind needs to know at the moment it finds it. It is a deposit 
left in the psi bank by the Galactic Maya during the original seven generations, long count 9.1�.0.0.0-
10.0.0.00, the seven katuns between AD 692 and 8�0, Christian count. You who are fortunate enough 
to have found this Book, have done so because of the mercy of the prophecy Telektonon, without 
which knowledge the Book of Seven Generations would not have come to light. Because of this 
prophecy, time has been redefined, and you have been able to find yourself in Middle Time.

Middle Time is no ordinary Time, and we, the Galactic Maya are no ordinary tellers of tales. We are 
the spinners of time as much as we are the spinners of tales. The time we spin comes from our facility 
as Ahau Kines, for Solar Lords we are, meaning: We are of the sun, Kinich Ahau to us.  For any star 
system with life and the capacity to support any of the infinite numbers of thinking layers which 
pervade the universe, it is absolutely true to declare: All of life here on V.24.� is from the sun, and so 
is all thought by the sun spun out and projected, but only according to the ratios of time capable of 
receiving such thoughts.

It is for the Kinich Ahau to mediate and moderate the thinking layers of the universe of spirit into 
the universe of matter. You who have the opportunity to live at the Closing of the Cycle have flipped 
the Galactic Mayan switch, and so opened yourselves to a new thinking layer, one which had been 
impossible for you to attain so long as you remained in the Old Time, bound by the decrepit frame of 
the Old Calendar. 

But now you have assiduously and by your own efforts opened the door to the spell we cast on your 
behalf, so very long ago. Longer ago even than the time of the Seven Generations when we left this 
Book for you. But true to form, the spell we cast was finally made available to you just 23 years 
before the Closing of the Cycle. 2� years is the duration of a solar thought form, the same as a sun 
spot cycle. The very last solar thought form of the cycle began in your year, 1989. It was then that the 
code was tapped and you learned the secret of time—1�:20 and not 12:60. Time is not a clock but a 
mental frequency! 
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That discovery coincided with the commencement of the last solar thought form to be projected into 
your planetary mental field, a thought projection referred to as “Time Shift,” for the closing of any 
cycle is a time shift. But if it were not projected to you as a thought form, you would have no way of 
mentally conceiving of a shift in time nor of the meaning of the closing of the cycle.

The Seven Rings of Middle Time are just the ripples of that solar thought form coming into full 
consciousness within the mind set of those who have opened the door to and entered Middle Time, the 
magic land of Thirteen Moons. For now you have sprung the wizardry of the fifth dimensional Lords of 
Time, the Bolontiku, to participate once again in your affairs. Being fifth dimensional they can only 
become appropriately real for you by taking form through a solar ring. By your awakening them, their 
imaginal existence will resurrect your imaginal universe, and you will finally determine how to grant 
your souls the right to attain the ascendancy in the struggle for power on your planet today. 

Remember: The imaginal universe is every bit as real as the phenomenal universe, and without the 
imaginal the phenomenal would have no meaning. It is just that the dark lords of matter who hold your 
present time in thrall, have done all they could to deny the validity if not the reality of the imaginal 
world. We are here to help you open up those doors again, and with them the gateways to the higher 
magic. “Magic never died, God is still alive ...”

As with all efforts of magic, you must first learn the origin of the powers that govern the forces which 
you are being offered and which you need to control, such as the power of the force that governs the 
solar thought form, Time Shift. The origin of this thought form, meditated, mediated and moderated 
by the sun as a binary sun spot cycle—the 22�rd and last of the 1� baktuns of history, is the same as the 
origin of the Bolontiku. You will find this origin in the pulsar which gives your galactic sector its name—
the Vela pulsar. 

Now, if you think you are spinning at a rapid rate, it is slow motion compared to the rate of speed 
at which a pulsar like Vela is pulsing and spinning. For it is still generating the activity that occurs as 
different thinking layers. These thinking layers are each an entire field of perception, a dimensional 
order of reality. There are higher and lower ones, an entire hierarchy of layers. The thought form “time 
shift” belongs to a thinking layer now just becoming accessible to you. Without it, however, you would 
not evolve out of your now primitive perception of the universe. For this universe is many universes. 
It is far more mysterious than even your present-day science can imagine. Especially if you are able 
to experience it as we Galactic Maya are able to. Vast and intelligible to those whose souls are truly 
awake, you would cry for the sheer poignancy of what you would see, could you truly expand your mind 
out of its now shrunken state. That is why it is said among your illuminated texts, “The mind should be 
kept independent of any thoughts that arise within it.” (Diamond Sutra) With such an attitude should 
you approach these maps of Middle Time.

Now as for the origin of the solar thought forms, turn your attention to Map 2:
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1. Lower Right Sphere, “Interdimensional, Intergalactic Time Portal—Info Source of Solar Thought 
Forms, Point of Emergence, Vela Pulsar. Example: Emergence of  “Primal Cube Matrix of the Law 
of Evolutionary Becoming.”

 Suddenly emerging from the very center of the Vela pulsar, and by a line of telepathic force, 
the “Primal Cube matrix of evolutionary becoming” instantaneously activates the solar core of 
Velatropa 24 (Kinich Ahau). In the solar core the Cube Matrix is integrated into the solar life 
programs having an evolutionary frequency sequence: 0:4:16:64, or zero, 4, 4 squared and 4 
cubed. The Cube Matrix is then factored by the 13:20  frequency which reconfigures it to become 
the whole spectrum of solar life rays and multiply structured thought forms emanated according 
to the evolutionary sequencing of the solar program. 

 In its multidimensional cubic structure, the 4� matrix generates the 64-unit biopsychic solar 
life code, inclusive of the DNA, which yields at its evolutionary climax the thought form “Time 
Shift.” Culminating through the 223rd and final 23 year solar sun spot cycle of the entire Great 
Cycle of 1� baktuns, the Time Shift solar thought form bears within it the synthesis of the entire 
evolutionary cycle that preceded it! 

 This thought form, “Cube Matrix-Time Shift,” was triggered by Supernova 1987A as a telepathic 
trajectory to the Velatropa Sector of the galaxy where it injected itself, via the Vela pulsar, into 
the solar core of Velatropa 24, Kinich Ahau. The thought form “Time Shift” became consciously 
activated  in 1989, with the commencement of the final binary sunspot sequence, resulting in the 
discovery of the 12:60 -1�:20 timing frequencies by the Blue Isotopic element of the CH binary 
Isotope, leading to the discovery of the Law of Time, coincident with the entire 2�-year binary 
ring thought form, Time Shift. 

 Note: Regarding Blue Isotopic element of the CH binary Isotope. An isotope is any of two or 
more species of atoms of a chemical element with the same atomic number and position in the 
chemical table and nearly identical chemical behavior but with different mass and physical 
properties. By analogy, the binary isotope is a pair of “human atoms” distinguished by differing 
mass and physical property as blue male and red female. Otherwise identical in performance 
function bonded as a psycho-chemical element within the planetary-cosmic hologram, they have 
a specific task to perform within the biosphere, and that is to trigger the noosphere. As such the 
two are bonded into a CH binary isotope form, CH (Carbon 6, Hydrogen 1 = 7), refers to “Cosmic 
History,” the specific task function which they are to perform in order that the noosphere may be 
triggered, and the next cycle generated. The Cube matrix of evolutionary becoming is, thus, also 
one of the foundations and generators as well of Cosmic History. 

 You should not suppose it be queer or odd that humans would be so described as chemical 
elements. From the thinking layer of fifth dimensional “angels” all human behavior is perceived 
according to rigid laws of cause and effect as well as psycho-chemical functions, inclusive of 
messenger elements, isotopes, and free radicals. There are times for isotopic elements to 
bond, and there are others for dissolution; and yet other points for there to be great aggregate 
groupings. Everything possible is included in the workings of “the Plan.” From the perspective of 
the higher dimensions, all of the bondings and combinatorial possibilities represent the workings 
of a vast equation in which ultimately everything is equalized. So don’t lose heart or perspective. 
Nothing is really random or by chance!
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2. Lower Left Sphere: Solar Thought Form: 2�-Year Time Shift, 1989-2012. 
 
 The solar sphere is bipolar—North Equatorial and South Equatorial—and bilateral, showing two 

equal cycles of alternating polarity of sun spot cycles moving from �0 degrees North and South, 
simultaneously pulsing toward center, hence the solar disc in time is quadripartite: North and 
South equatorial, and positive-negative polarity one side and negative-positive polarity the 
other. The diameter in time of this solar disc is 2� Earth Rings, the mapping of one binary 
sunspot cycle in its two alternating polarity sub cycles  at  11.� + years. The totality of the cycle 
constitutes one solar thought form. The binary pulsation begins at �0 degrees North and South 
latitude, and  culminates at the sun’s equator after 11.�+ years. At that point polarity switches 
and the movement begins again at the �0 degree latitudes.

 Sub cycle one, + North pulse, - South pulse, each pulse has an equal shadow or higher  
  dimensional pulse in the opposite zone.
 Sub cycle two, - North pulse, + South pulse, each pulse has an equal shadow or higher 
  dimensional pulse in the opposite zone. As a consequence every solar thought form is 
  perfectly balanced and harmonized. 

 Note: The Axial rotation of the solar sphere is fastest at the equator, 25 Earth days; 28 days at 
its tropics, 2� 1/2 degrees; �0 days at �0 degrees, and �� days at its poles.

 1989-2012 is the cycle of the solar pulse thought form “Time Shift” because it is the last 
solar sunspot cycle of the closing of the current 1� Baktun cycle, and must bear within it the 
regeneration of the next cycle (See above: CH Isotope).

 The Seven Rings of Middle Time are the years 15 to 22 of the current thought form cycle, “Time 
Shift,” leaving years 22 and 2� of the sunspot cycle for the exploration of the Island of Inner 
Time. During this seven year cycle the Seven Lords of the Ring are Awakened. The CH Isotope is 
activated, revealing the switch from human to Cosmic History, the reformulation of the human 
mind of which the Mystery of the Stone is the necessary spiritual-ceremonial accompaniment. The 
Bolontiku themselves are a structure of a thinking layer from the earliest moments of the evolution 
of the universe compacted into the Primal Cubic Matrix. Of a high, dematerialized electrical 
density, their appearance at this time is an externalization of the soul’s approaching perfection.

 The index of the 2� years of the sunspot cycle—thought form time shift—runs along the bottom, 
divided into two halves; binary sunspot cycle A, 1989-2000-01, and binary sunspot cycle B, 
2001-2012.

 At the sun’s center lies the “Solar-Galactic Core Dynamic Program Generator” (S-GCDPG). 
The Core Dynamic Program Generator (S-GCDPG) decompresses and transduces information 
structures from condensed complexes like the Primal Cubic Matrix. Hence, Time Shift is but a 
final cyclic program generated from a much more vast thought form complex, “Primal Cube 
Matrix of the Law of Evolutionary Becoming,” pulsed originally from the Vela Pulsar, activated 
into telepathic precipitation by the Supernova 1987A.

 We are of the sun. Everything we are and think is from the sun. But the sun itself is only 
receiving from the Hunab Ku, the One Supreme Source. All that we consider to be our 
perceptions of reality are constructs of different thinking layers which permeate the galaxy 
in holographic bundles, and to which we are receptive according to our stage of spiritual 
advancement. No one is independent of the Single Soul emanated by the Hunab Ku. 

 Now we come to the specific projection of the solar thought form “Time Shift” as it encodes a 
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seven year cycle in which it finally becomes fully activated as a conscious thinking layer called 
“proto-noospheric.”

�. Top Sphere, “Seven Rings of Middle Time, from outermost to innermost: 
 1. 2004-2005; 2. 2005-2006; �. 2006-2007; 4. 2007-2008; 

5. 2008-2009; 6. 2009-2010; 7. 2010-2011.

 Each ring is 1� Moons-1� Baktuns, or One Lord of the Ring. Each Ring is color coded again to the 
color of the year-bearer, e.g., Blue Storm, Yellow Seed, etc. Each Ring is structured according to 
the Harmonic Ring Index 1� Moon/28-day harmonic standard (Map 1). 

 The Seven Rings are set within a bipolar-bilateral matrix known as the “Solar Interplanetary 
Noosphere.” This is the total solar field of intelligence. 

 Middle Time exhibits the same bipolar-bilateral symmetry as a solar thought form.

 All solar thought forms are simultaneously bipolar and bilateral. (See above: Solar Thought Form.) 
This is something new so read this next part slowly and study the map to make sure you see what 
the text is referring to.

Solar Interplanetary Noosphere refers to the solar consciousness pulsing from the solar core and 
inclusive of the ten planetary orbital rings—Pluto through Mercury and Mercury-Pluto, listed on 
the right side. Each ring is organized as two flows, Galactic Karmic, galaxy to sun, (left) and Solar 
Prophetic, sun to galaxy (right), creating 20 bilateral orbital wings. 

However, the 20 bilateral wings—10 GK one side, 10 SP the other—are organized into two polar sets 
(GK and SP) of 20 + units above the solar horizon, and two sets (GK and SP) of 20 - units below. This 
bipolar arrangement results in 40 possibilities: Galactic-Karmic (GK), from galaxy to sun (10+ and 10- = 
20), and Solar Prophetic (SP), from sun to galaxy (10- and 10+ = 20). The bipolar flows of the Galactic-
Karmic (left side) go from top and bottom inward, while the bipolar flows of the Solar Prophetic (right 
side) go from center outward.  

For any of the Rings of Middle Time, a planet orbital index may be defined as: GK + (upper left), GK- 
(lower left); SP- (lower right) , or SP+ (upper right), thus dividing any orbital Earth Ring into four equal 
quadrants. These four quadrants holographically correspond to the bipolar-bilateral (radial) symmetry 
of the four quadrants of the solar thought form. In their structure of coherence, the four quadrants 
of any solar thought form,  correspond to an emanation of the Hunab Ku. As the direct impression 
of the Most High Command of the Supreme One, the supradimensional galactic core of the Hunab Ku 
imprints the four-part solar thought form with the cosmology of divine self-disclosure: Knowledge, 
Light, Existence, and Presence. These attributes of divine self-disclosure are transferred by the solar 
thought form in its fullness to the structure of the solar interplanetary noosphere as a whole thought 
form, and thence to the Rings of Middle Time.

As the four annual quarters of the orbital ring, the four quadrants define the awakening of a Lord of the 
Ring according to the pattern of divine self-disclosure. During the first quarter, the Ring Lord awakens 
to the Knowledge hidden within him. This is the negative Galactic Karmic (GK -) or hidden quadrant on 
the lower left. In the Second quarter, he manifests the Light of that knowledge as the positive Galactic 
Karmic (GK +) flow in the upper left; in the third quarter he assumes his Existence, which is in the 
hidden lower right negative Solar Prophetic (SP-) quadrant, and in the fourth quarter he manifests his 
Presence in the positive Solar-Prophetic (SP+) quadrant, upper right.
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The pulsations of the orbital rings run in succession every ten days. Since there are 91 days per 
quarter, there are nine successive ten-day runs each quarter, the 91st day always being a “noospheric 
pause.” Each ten-planet cycle or ten-day run represents one each of the nine Bolontiku. The runs 
are independent of the daily planetary kin, and operate simply as a sequence coded to the planets 
in strict order. The first (GK-) and second (GK+) quarters the sequence goes from Pluto to Mercury. As 
soon as Mercury is reached, the next run returns and begins again at Pluto. The third (SP-) and fourth 
(SP+) quarters go from Mercury to Pluto. As soon as Pluto is reached the next run returns and begins 
again at Mercury. {See Chart: Sequence of Ten Day Pulsations Correlated to Thirteen Moon Calendar} 

These �6 ten-day sequences are most easily plotted on a calendar that shows the 18 Vinals of the 
haab, as the ten-day cycle is one half the Vinal 20-day cycle. Though the sequence runs independent 
of the daily kin on the Thirteen Moon calendar, the pattern on the Thirteen Moon calendar is 
nonetheless interesting, as there is actually a set, perpetual motif that codes the ten-day pulsations 
of the solar interplanetary noospheric runs. 

Here’s the pattern: For any year, on the Thirteen Moon calendar the first quarter sequence of nine 
runs is always coded by the Gateway family—this year Storm and Moon; the second quarter sequence 
of nine runs by the Polar family—this year Dog and Sun; the third quarter sequence of nine runs by 
the Cardinal family—this year by Dragon and Monkey; and the fourth quarter sequence of nine runs 
by the Core family—this year by Human and Wind. This pattern holds every other year, the two other 
antipode members of each of those families coding the intervening years. Signal family retains its 
solitary position of coding only the Day Out of Time. But that position is equal in power to any of the 
power of the other four Earth families in their positions as rulers of the four sets of runs and their 
noospheric pauses—the quarterly mini Day Out of Times. For on the Day Out of Time, expressing his 
galactic freedom, the annual Lord of the Ring manifests all four powers simultaneously. 

Listed below are the Noospheric Pauses, the 91st days of each quarter, including this year’s daily kin 
and Earth Family (note the spectral pattern for this year):

91st day first quarter Noospheric Pause, Self-existing 7, Lord of the Ring embodies the Knowledge of 
each of the nine Bolontiku. First Power of Nine (9) 11 Moon  Gateway

91st day second quarter Noospheric Pause, Resonant 14, Lord of the Ring embodies the Light of each 
of the nine Bolontiku. Second Power of Nine (18) 11 Sun   Polar

91st day third quarter Noospheric Pause, Planetary 21 Lord of the Ring embodies the Existence of 
each of the nine Bolontiku. Third Power of Nine (27) 11 Monkey  Cardinal

91st day fourth quarter Noospheric Pause, Cosmic  28, Lord of the Ring embodies the Presence of 
each of the Nine Bolontiku. Fourth Power of Nine (�6) 11 Wind   Core

Since the two planetary flows, Galactic-Karmic and Solar-Prophetic also correspond to the dormant 
flux tube system etherically connecting all of the planets at their poles, the purpose of activating the 
solar interplanetary noosphere through the 36 annual cycles is to prepare for the opening of the flux 
tube system in 2012-1�. Think about it in this way: The Galactic-Karmic Flux tube is for channeling 
divine Knowledge and Light from the galaxy to the sun using the planets as transduction units; while 
the Solar-Prophetic flux tube system channels Existence and Presence from the Sun to the galaxy, 
again using the planets as points of transduction.
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This way each year through the annual Lord of the Ring exercise you activate solar noospheric 
interplanetary consciousness! You see how multidimensional a Lord of the Ring is, encompassing 
the thirteen baktuns of history, the thirteen moons, and the interplanetary noospheric flux tube 
system! This is the greater galactic-solar consciousness that informs our planetary noosphere. This 
is the consciousness that awakens and is awakened by a Lord of the Ring! Because you are the 
magician performing the awakening, your soul also takes on the pattern of divine self-disclosure. 
Even following this pattern for one Ring will arouse your soul to seek its perfection, for what more is 
needed than to dwell in divine Knowledge, transmitting divine Light, abiding in a divine Existence, 
content as divine Presence?

Thus concluded, the solar thought form “time shift’ will be embodied by those who have the 
patience to conduct this practice and to sincerely endeavor to awaken the Lords of the Ring. For 
them will there be the great reward of having aroused their holomind perceivers and of passing into 
the Island of Inner Time as Ahau Kines—Solar Earth Wizards, for their souls will have undergone the 
transformation of solar interplanetary noospheric consciousness. At one with the Lords of the Ring, 
they will be the magicians the Earth has been waiting for to bring about the New Heaven and New 
Earth and to complete the cycle in the rainbow glory of God’s promise to Noah:

And God said: “This is the sign of the covenant I am making between me and you and every 
living creature with you, a covenant for all generations to come: I have set my rainbow in the 
clouds and it will be a sign of the covenant between me and the earth.”
 — Genesis 9:14

“Well, I think I can see why we needed to know where all this came from. I do feel a little like a solar 
dream after reading that commentary.“ Backpack looks up from the map, and closes the big book. 
Mount Earth behind him is lit up with a supernal light. “You think these Lords of the Ring—Bolontiku—
are maybe like angels, Soul? I mean with those orbital wings, you know?”

“Could be. Could be. Solar angels at least.” Soul nods deferentially. Then hovering just above 
Backpack, Soul whispers to him, “Awesome! You see now how different it is being in Middle Time? 
But come on Backpack, strap yourself on me again ... Hmmpf! Boy, that Big Book is really heavy, 
but I suppose we should take it with us. Seems to have been helpful. But we’ve got to keep moving. 
The journey of Seven rings begins with a single spin, and we have hardly begun. The First Lord of 
the Ring is just receiving his Knowledge ... Let’s follow this pathway towards Mount Earth and see 
what’s there...’’

Trudging over a dusty hill top, Mount Earth looms closer. A sign to the side of the path way appears. In 
the same strange script is written, ‘Go to the core and dig deep.’ 

“What does that say, Soul?”

“It says, ‘Go to the Core and Dig Deep,’ Backpack. Hmmm. Look over there. See what I see?”

“Looks like the entrance to a tunnel.”

“I think that’s where we are supposed to go next ... I think we’ve got to dig deep now...”

 (To be Continued in the next Rinri Newsletter)
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Mystery of the Stone - How are We Doing? And What’s to Come

Hello! This is your congenial Rinri Preceptor once again, Dr. Arcturus. I hope you are enjoying this “Tale 
of All Souls - a Journey through Middle Time, The Mystery of the Stone.” It’s an Uncommon Tale for an 
Uncommon Time, the Closing of the Cycle. All the cards are being reshuffled one last time before the 
Grand Finale, so please straighten up and assume the role that destiny has provided for you. Everyone 
is an actor with a role to play. Don’t think that what you have to do with this is unimportant. But to do 
it right you have to—submit.

I wouldn’t say that if that weren’t my philosophy and way of life. Submit to the Higher Order of 
Reality, Submit to God, submit to the One, submit to the Dharmakaya, submit to the Hunab Ku, but 
submit. When you really submit, there is only One to whom you are submitting, and that is the Sole, 
the Absolute, the One and Only Creator of the Universe. This is really the only way the Plan will be 
revealed to you. Because only by this kind of wholehearted submission can you get a hold on your ego, 
and give it all up, as it were—and then maybe begin to see with fresh eyes.

Once you have entered a path of submission, you can relax and let your soul breathe. Only by letting 
your soul have some breathing room, can you get the most out of the Mystery of the Stone.

So here we are one quarter of the way through the First Ring. How are we doing? Can you feel the 
Single Luminous White “A” waking up? He’s shaking his right leg and starting to turn his right wrist. 
And his chakras? Did you notice that this first quarter all of his nine chakras lined up but four times, 
on stages 6, 7, 10 and 11. All of the other times one or two chakras went inactivated. This may more 
often be the case. 

Here is how to think about this: At the end of the heptad (week) when you’ve finished doing your 
synchronic order codes, and you find you’ve got a chakra or two blank, then think something like this, 
for instance, for this past week: “This third eye chakra needs attention. It is my wisdom eye. This half 
year it is represented by the power of Spirit. I need to concentrate my attention more. Then I can help 
make the Single Luminous White “A” whole and happy!” It’s simple. This way, all of your chakras will 
get lots of attention during the course of the Ring. 

Just in case you don’t have them we’re providing some downloadable Heptad oracle Blanks along with 
the Annual Oracle Guide, as well as a sample Earth Wizards Almanac page. This is the last year of the 
Way of Conduct, so it is a good time to get your practice going! Without practice and good conduct, 
how can you be ready for the Way of Wielding Power? 

Yes, there are some good things coming. For it is now available, the Mystery of the Stone Travel Guide 
- Nine Tablets and detailed Intrepid Time Traveler Road Maps to the Rings of Middle Time. Visit www.
lawoftime.org for further information about how you order this kit for you & your soul.
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Noosphere II
The Great Experiment of the Law of Time

The Mystery of the Stone and the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge, the object of the Rinri Project 
Newsletters, are based upon a particular premise or hypothesis: The Earth’s biosphere is now in a 
condition of maximum stress, triggering the next major evolutionary shift. This shift is known as the 
biosphere-noosphere transition. The noosphere is Earth’s mental envelope, its sheathe for transducing 
the various thinking layers of the cosmos into a vast field of planetary cosmic consciousness, the basis 
of a new time, the Psychozoic era.

The Rainbow Bridge-Rinri project was first conceived at the 1996 First Planetary Congress of 
Biospheric Rights, and the preparation for conducting the circumpolar rainbow bridge experiment first 
began by activating the psi bank plates, the noospheric regulators, in the Blue Self-Existing Storm 
Year, 1996-97. While the Rainbow Bridge concept was first envisioned in the Art Planet Chronicles, 
1981, we were not alone in having some such perception of this possibility. Unbeknownst to us in 
1990, a group of scientists from the Institute of Cosmic Anthropoecology of the Soviet Academy of 
Sciences, Novosibirsk,  published a paper entitled, “The ‘Aurora Borealis’ Global Experiment on 
Investigation of Distant-Informational Interactions in the Noosphere and their Role in the Planet 
Biospheric Homeostasis of the Earth (pp. 121-1�9, Cosmic Consciousness of Humanity: problems 
of New Cosmogony, V.P. Kaznacheev and A.Trofimov, 1992). That on the other side of the planet 
scientists were investigating the possibilities of psychic interactions with the Aurora Borealis only 
demonstrates that the concept is being generated from a thinking layer affecting different points of 
consciousness unrelated to each other at different points in time. 

It is in the interest of connecting these points of consciousness and of actually triggering the 
noosphere, that the Research and Development Center of the Foundation for the Law of Time 
has undertaken the Great Experiment of the Law of Time, Noosphere II. The scope and nature of 
this experiment is very broadly modeled on the Biosphere 2 project carried out in Arizona over a 
decade ago, and is being conducted by the Director of Research and Chief Research Assistant of the 
Foundation’s Research and Development Center.

The premise of Noosphere II is that the noosphere is a new state of consciousness. The goal is to 
identify the states and kinds of consciousness which will most likely characterize the noosphere 
and to focus on the cultivation of these states, inclusive of all forms of the synchronic codes, while 
adopting to a highly simplified lifestyle in a relatively remote environment, removed from most 
ordinary everyday life activity with minimum communications to the “outside world,” and to thereby 
simulate and even trigger the noosphere. The first stage of the project will last two years—Crystal 
Storm and Cosmic Seed, the last year of the AC and the first year of the CA Planetary Manitou. During 
this time intensive research will also be conducted and synthesized into the first three volumes of the 
seven volume Cosmic History Chronicles. Sometime in the Magnetic Moon year 2006-07, a seven week 
seminary will be held so that the first stage of the findings and exercises of Noosphere II can be shared 
with serious students of the Law of Time.

Electric Moon 1, Blue Electric Eagle saw the official launching of the Noosphere II Project, the 
Great Experiment of the Law of Time. Be one with us. Follow the Mystery of the Stone and other 
weekly synchronic order practices so that together we can create the telepathic proto-noospheric 
field phenomenon.

A prospectus, Noosphere II the Great Experiment of the Law of Time is available by written request to 
the Foundation for the Law of Time, PO Box 156, Ashland OR 97520
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Synchronic Code Readout: White Crystal Dog, Kin 90
Welcome to Middle Time and the Eight Years of the Harmonic Conversion

Blue Crystal Storm Year, 2004-05
Year Eight, Sixteen Year Cube of the Law, Week �78 
Second Seed-Storm Year Bundle, Year 4, Week 170, Moon 4�
Mystery of the Stone, Year One, Week Fourteen, Second Quarter
First Year Heptagonon of Mind of Earth, Oracle of the Throne -Dali Seals the Throne
Victory Targets Mystery of the Stone
Cube Eight Star-Elegance, Fifth Year Second Creation, Restoration of the Garden, 
Overtone Creation Sequence
Realm of the First Lord of Time, Lord of the Ring Single Luminous White “A”, 
Guardian of the Original 144,000—Time of Rule: �11� - 2�82 BC
20 Tablets: Annual Chronograph Tablet 8, Chronograph: Dragon Genesis, 
Human Wavespell Eight, White Northern Castle Court of Death. 
Chronograph Moon Kin 94: White Electric Wizard -14,587 - 14,487
Baktun-Moon Correlation—Moon of the Baktun of the Western Mountain—19�0-15�6 BC
Interplanetary Noosphere Ring: Light of Single Luminous White “A,” First Run, GK Pluto 
Right Self-existing Wrist of the First Lord of the Ring, 576,000 days
Self-existing Owl Moon of Form, Dali 8 “My Father is intrinsic Awareness, I feel the heat.”
Plane of Spirit - Unconscious Internalizing Telepathic Circuit
Kin 90: White Crystal Dog, Storm Wavespell
Vinal, 8 Tzec, “That Reaches the Foundations”
Psi Chrono Unit: Kin 57: Red Overtone Earth
SBTS. 5.1
Telektonon Prophecy: Chapter 10, “The Book of Dark Prophecies”
Quarterly Rune Codon 16: Triumph of the People, Conduct Unifies the Way, Stage 1
Weekly Codon Cube, Triumph of the People, Conduct Unifies the Way, Stage 1
First line, Yin, bottom of Cube
Red Overtone Moon - Skywalker Chromatic 19: 
Spectral Universal Water - Lunar Prophecy Chromatic
White Week Two: Maintain Power of Prophecy - White Humility Refines Meditation
Harmonic  2�, Magnetic Process, Formulate Free Will of Purpose
Biphasic Codon 64 Prepared “Galactic Octave Unifies the Dimensions”
7:7::7:7  Second Week, White Antipode Time Atom, Inner Initiation
Futhark Rune 19, Ehwaz is the Union of Horse and Rider, sent from North to South
Leaf of the Throne, “Ehwaz is the Union of Horse and Rider that Refines the Throne”
Ehwaz/Dali Cube Top, Crown (Sahasrara) Chakra, PNM 19, Pacific Plate 1
Blue Magnet sent from North to South from White Crown Chakra
Planet Holon, North Pole: Siberia-Alaska 

Dynamics of Time, 10.12: “Harmonic rearrangement of the synchronic order is prerequisite 
to the creation of the circumpolar rings and the restoration of the interplanetary flux tube 
system. Restorative chromatic functions of time are social as well as telepathic or mental 
functions. Conscious restoration the biosphere creates a harmonic social order whose fourth-
dimensional patterns resemble the harmonically rearranged organic order.”

This newsletter is presented as a service to all planetary kin by
Dr. Arcturus, Planetary Healing Doctor (Ph.D.) aka Valum Votan, Closer of the Cycle 

Klatu Barada Nikto!  The Galactic Federation Comes in Peace!
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